In lined ducts, incident modes are scattered by axially and circumferentially nonuniform impedance. Experiments and numerical calculations have proved that this mode scattering can reduce the liner performance in some cases. This paper is devoted to the characterization of the penalty mode scattering excited by hard-walled splices which often exist in lined ducts. It is shown that, in the range of small splice angles, the transmission loss may decrease sharply with increasing splice angle when one mode, which is near cut-off or has high azimuthal order, is incident. When the incident sound field is composed of several acoustical modes, the phase interferences of incident modes are important for the penalty mode scattering. The effects of other parameters, e.g., liner length, mode quasiresonance on the penalty mode scattering are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Using mode scattering to increase the noise attenuation in lined ducts has been studied extensively. Selected references are, e.g., Refs. 1-5. On the other hand, the penalty effects of mode scattering on noise attenuation have received little attention. In this paper, we study the penalty mode scattering effects for the case of lining nonuniformity in the form of rigid splices. Typically, in lined duct, the liner is usually manufactured in sections which each cover part of the duct's circumference. The sections are joined together by longitudinal splices. The splices are acoustically hard. Sarin and Rademaker 6 pointed out-by measuring the acoustic modes in the inlet of Fokker 100 aircraft-that the sound pressure level is modulated clearly by the rigid splices ͑hard-walled stripes͒ at 70% engine speed ͑approach͒. The azimuthal mode mЈ at 1 blade passage frequency ͑BPF͒ is scattered to lower azimuthal modes m. Rademaker et al. 7 measured, by using a mode detection array, the scattered sound field in a model turbofan intake duct. They pointed out that the levels of scattered modes are significantly higher than the one produced by rotor-alone tone when the fan tip speed was supersonic and less than 80% of the maximum design rpm. These scattering effects cause a significant reduction in liner performance. Rademaker et al. 8 then tried to quantify the effects of splices by experiments. They investigated 12 kinds of configurations including one to four splices and no splices, respectively. The incident azimuthal modes are mЈ =0,1,2,3, respectively. They concluded that the m-mode spectra of the transmitted fields are clearly modulated by the rigid splices, while this scattering appears to have only a small influence on the total in-duct transmitted acoustic energy flux.
Regan et al. 9 used the FEM method to study this problem. One calculation example for K = 20, lining impedance Z / c =2− j, and splice angle 0.15 rad, is presented, where K is the dimensionless wave number, K = kR, k =2f / c, f the frequency, and c the density and sound velocity in air, and R the radius of ducts. The m-mode spectrum is clearly modulated by the rigid splices for the incident mode ͑17,0͒ which is the last cut-on mode for this frequency. McAlpine et al. 10, 11 used finite/boundary element method to try to assess the effects of the rigid splices for the supersonic rotor alone tones source in turbofan aeroengines. Because of the limitation of the finite element method ͑a realistic limit for the spliced-liner simulations is about K Ͻ 25͒ 10 a "model problem" with reduced number of fan blades and reduced BPF was designed to simulate the full-scale problem. The m-mode spectra which are modulated by the rigid splices are shown clearly. The conclusions of the "model problem" are that the effects of splices will be significant when a high cut-off ratio mode is incident or a high circumferential order mode is incident. The FEM may be impractical to evaluate systematically the above-mentioned mode scattering effects, due to the significant time required to solve this threedimensional ͑3D͒ problem at realistic frequencies. Furthermore, when the splice angles tend to be small, the nodes per wavelength used in FEM have to increase. This will increase significantly the calculation memory and time.
Tester et al. 12 validated a perturbation method to evaluate the effects of small splices. This method agrees with a commercially available finite element code, at small splice angles. Wright 13 developed a hybrid analytical/numerical method to study this problem.
A relevant problem to study the above-mentioned mode scattering by nonuniform impedance in lined ducts is that of sound propagation in a hard-walled duct of circular cross section, fitted with a region of nonuniform liner. Given the complex modal input amplitudes at one end of the hardwalled duct, the problem is to compute the complex modal output amplitudes at the other end. The computational difficulties appear for relatively high dimensionless wave number K , ͑K Ͼ 30͒ and completely 3D configuration. Significant CPU time and memory are required. Systematic assessments of the effects of mode scattering by splices are then difficult and time consuming.
In this paper, the multimodal propagation method ͑MPM͒, developed by the authors 14 is used, to study the penalty mode scattering in an infinite cylindrical rigid duct lined with one axial segment liner without flow, as shown in Fig. 1 . The penalty mode scattering means, in this paper, that incident modes are scattered into other modes by the rigid splices to reduce the performance of liner. The lining impedance is axially uniform, with two axial, diametrically opposed, rigid splices. The variations of the penalty mode scattering with splice angles, lining lengths, and incident mode content are focused on. The penalty effects of mode scattering on the liner mode quasiresonance are also studied.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we outline the MPM which is used in this paper. Then, the penalty effects of mode scattering for one mode incidence are shown in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present the penalty effects of mode scattering for multimode incidence. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarize the calculation results.
II. MPM AND MODE SCATTERING
In Ref. 14, we developed a MPM to study sound propagation in nonuniform lined ducts. It is an application of the multimodal method, which was first proposed by Pagneux et al. 15 to study sound propagation in rigid waveguide with varying cross section, in the study of sound propagation in lined ducts with lining impedance being variable in both axial and circumferential directions.
The points of the multimodal method, first proposed in Ref. 15 , are as follows: The two first-order differential equations, the equation of mass conservation combined with the equation of state and the equation of momentum conservation, are decomposed in the transverse direction over an orthogonal and complete set of functions ͑rigid duct modes in Ref. 15͒ which are known a priori; by defining a modal impedance matrix the decomposed coefficients of the two above-mentioned equations are then reformulated as a Riccati equation in the axial direction, which is stable to solve numerically. The process of transverse decomposition and axial reformulation was then applied to solve the wave propagation in rigid bends. 16, 17 This process was also applied in uniform ducts lining nonuniform impedance, 14 uniform bends lining uniform impedance, 18 and varying cross-section ducts lining nonuniform impedance, 19 and was extended to include mean flow in ducts. 20 The objective of Refs. 14 and 19 is to uncover the ability of the method to deal with the nonuniform impedance boundary conditions in relatively high frequency ͑K =30-50͒, which is important in intakes of aeroengine and may be difficult by pure numerical method, e.g., FEM. In Ref. 21 , this method was improved by introducing another matrix variable, with which the decomposition coefficients can be solved by marching algorithm in axial direction. This significantly improves the practical implementation of this method for the problem needed large transverse decomposition ͑e.g., in aeroengine intakes 19 ͒. This method was also improved by efficient transverse decomposition. 22, 23 By this improvement, the noise propagation in nonuniform lined intakes of aeroengine can be calculated up to K = 80. This may be an important improvement for the industry needs.
As compared to FEM codes which involve spatial discretization in both the transverse and longitudinal directions, the MPM involves discretization only in the transverse directions. This is a significant economy which enables one to apply the method at quite high reduced wave numbers. Coefficients of reflection and transmission are calculated directly for any types of sources.
The MPM was validated in two dimension by comparison with FEM.
14 It was validated in the 3D case with multimodal incidence by comparison with experiment. 24 In the 3D case, when one mode is incident, we will show in this paper that the MPM results are the same as Tester's results. 12 In Ref. 14, the whole duct is decomposed into three contiguous regions with respect to axial coordinate z: left and right semi-infinite uniform rigid ducts connected by an arbitrary lined region ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The sound pressure p and axial velocity v z are decomposed using the rigid duct modes
where P mn and V mn are the decomposed coefficients ͑ampli-tudes͒. 
are the eigenfunctions of the hard-walled cylindrical duct, where ⌳ mn are normalized coefficients of eigenfunctions ⌿ mn , J m are m order Bessel functions, and ␣ mn are eigenvalues of rigid modes. They are known a priori and correspond to the exact, physical decomposition in the rigid regions, while providing only a coupled, mathematical representation of the total wave field in the lined region. Because the duct is uniform, the decomposed coefficient P obeys a second-order differential equation
where P is a vector, its elements are P mn , the double prime refers to the second derivative with respect to z, the matrix A is constant along z when the lining impedance is unchanged with z, and expressed as
where I is an identity matrix and L is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of rigid modes on the diagonal. Matrix C describes clearly the mode scattering excited by the circumferentially nonuniform impedance. It is shown that the mode scattering excited by circumferentially nonuniform impedance is decided by the Fourier transformation of the lining admittance function with respect to . If the nonuniformity of lining admittance is due to rigid splices, and the rigid splices are uniformly distributed in circumference, the lining admittance function may be expressed as
where ␦ is the angle of splices, 0 is an angle related to the angular positioning of the overall configuration, as indicated in Fig. 1 , and N refers to the number of splices. The elements of matrix C may then be written in analytical form as
where Y͑͒ =−jK␤͑͒. Equation ͑7͒ means that only the modes which satisfy the formula ͉m − mЈ ͉ = C ϫ N, where C is an arbitrary integer, and m = mЈ can be excited by the splices. This formula was also obtained in analogy with a similar expression of the rotor-stator interaction.
9,10
Equation ͑4͒ is a matrix constant coefficient ordinary differential equation. Its solutions can be written explicitly. By using the continuity of pressure and velocity at the interfaces between lined and rigid parts, the coefficients of transmission and reflection can be obtained directly, by some matrix calculations. ͑For details, see Ref. 14͒.
Therefore, the mode scattering phenomena are well captured by the MPM in nonuniformly lined ducts. The transmission coefficients obtained by MPM are defined by
where P mn and P m Ј n Ј refer to the modal coefficients of sound pressure in the rigid duct, at the exit and entrance sections ͑see Fig. 1͒ .
A typical example of mode scattering in lined duct with rigid splices is shown in Fig. 2 . The calculation frequency is K = 20, the lining impedance is Z / c =1− j, and two acoustically rigid splices with angles of 0.15 rad are placed in opposite directions. The modulus of the above-mentioned pressure transmission coefficients T mn,m Ј n Ј are plotted. The indices mЈ, nЈ, correspond to the incident modes, while m, n, correspond to the output modes. In Fig. 2 , we present only the first five radial modes ͑n͑nЈ͒ =0−4͒ for every m͑mЈ͒. The clusters in the diagonal correspond to output modes ͑m , n͒ having m = mЈ ͑n = nЈ or n nЈ͒. These clusters would be present ͑with slightly modified amplitudes͒ in the absence of the splices, and correspond to the scattering associated with the axial nonuniformity. On the contrary, for the transmission coefficients of modes excited by circumferential nonuniformity, we have m mЈ and their values are reported significantly off the diagonal, out of the mentioned clusters. It is immediately clear from Fig. 2 that the corresponding amplitudes are small compared to those in the clusters. The amplitudes of the modes excited by the circumferential nonunifor-mity are much less than those of the modes excited by the axial nonuniformity. One exception is for the incident mode ͑17,0͒, which is near cut-off. Its self-transmission coefficient T m=17,n=0,m Ј =17,n Ј =0 is very small. The diagonal cluster tends to disappear and the modes excited by the circumferential nonuniformity, which have relatively larger transmission coefficients T mn,m Ј =17,n Ј =0 ͑m 17͒, dominate the output sound field. The m orders of those modes are less than mЈ = 17. This is one case in which there exists significant penalty scattering due to the splices. This penalty effect can be seen if the mode ͑17,0͒ is strongly excited by the source.
III. PENALTY MODE SCATTERING BY RIGID SPLICES WHEN ONE MODE IS INCIDENT
In this section, we consider the penalty mode scattering when one mode is incident. We will study the influence of splice angle and lining length on the penalty mode scattering. The penalty effects of mode scattering on the liner mode quasiresonance are also studied.
The penalty effects are shown by the reduction of transmission loss ͑TL͒. It is defined as 
͑10͒
where S is the surface of duct cross section and the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. By using Eqs. ͑10͒, ͑1͒, and ͑2͒, we obtain the total sound power
where the dagger refers to the adjoint operator, P and V are vectors, their elements are P mn and V mn defined in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒.
A. The influence of splice angle
As shown in Refs. 6, 7, 10, and 11, when one mode is incident in lined ducts with rigid splices, the transmission loss may decrease, compared with that in lined ducts without splices. This decrease may be generated by penalty mode scattering and reduction of lining surface because of rigid splices. Two cases are important: one is that the incident mode is near cut-off, the other is that the incident modes have high azimuthal orders.
The incident mode is the last cut-on mode and is near cut-off
When the incident mode is the last cut-on mode and is near cut-off, the sound power in the duct without splices will be well attenuated. If there exist rigid splices, this last cut-on mode will be scattered to the liner modes of lower m orders which are difficult to attenuate. The penalty effects of splices will be significant. An example is for K = 20, the incident mode ͑17,0͒ ͑the last cut-on mode͒ determines a field which is rapidly attenuated in the lining part. The transmission loss is shown in Fig. 3 versus the splice angle. For well understanding the behavior of the penalty mode scattering, a reference curve, C − 10 log 10 ␦, is also plotted in the Fig. 3 , where C is a constant. It is shown that there exists a critical angle, ␦ Ϸ 0.2 rad in this example. At small splice angles, less than the critical angle, which is in the range of realistic values, the sound transmission loss decreases sharply with increasing of the splice angle. The decreasing rate is greater than the reference curve −10 log 10 ␦. The performance of the liner reduces significantly. When the splice angles increase, greater than the critical angle, the transmission loss decreases slowly, approaching −10 log 10 ␦. 
The high azimuthal order mode is incident
We have shown in Fig. 2 that the effects of rigid splices on sound power transmission are important only when the sound power of the incident mode and the modes scattered by axial nonuniformity are well attenuated. The most important example of this is that the incident mode is the last cut-on mode. Another important example 12 which takes place often in turbofan intakes is: The mЈ order of the incident mode is relatively high, e.g., mЈ = 26 at BPF. To estimate the penalty mode scattering, the variation of transmission loss versus splice angle is shown in Fig. 4 . For comparison, we plot also the variation of transmission loss with three splices; the variation of transmission loss when mode ͑20,0͒ is incident. In Fig. 4 , the reference curves C 1,2 − 10 log 10 ␦ and C 3 −20␦ / are also plotted, where C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are constants, respectively. It is shown that the transmission loss approaching −10 log 10 ␦ is still observed with increasing splice angle, while being initially less rapid.
On the other hand, when mode ͑20,0͒ is incident, the transmission loss keeps nearly unchanged at small splice angles, but decreases linearly with the increasing of splice angle.
At ␦ = 0.06, it is shown that there is about 5 dB less attenuation with two splices than without splices when mode ͑26, 0͒ is incident, which is the same result as that obtained by Tester et al.
12

B. The influence of lining length
To see the effects of the splices in another manner, we fix ␦ = 0.15 rad and plot in Fig. 5 the sound transmission loss versus the lining length. We compare the value with that with splice suppressed. It is clearly shown that when L / R Ͼ 0.2 the unfavorable scattering, i.e., the penalty of splices, is significant. It may be important to point out that although in this case the penalty effects of splices are significant, the total transmission loss is already about 25 dB. Therefore this penalty mode scattering is to be considered only when the levels of the source are very high.
The influence of lining length on the penalty mode scattering can be seen more clearly by the sound pressure amplitude distributions over different cross section as shown in Fig. 6 . The parameters are the same as in Fig. 5 , two splices are at 0 and , except that we keep the lining length L / R = 100 unchanged. It is found that at the beginning of liner, z / R = 0.01 and z / R = 0.1, the splices only perturb the sound pressure near the splices, the sound pressure amplitude distributions are similar to that without splices. When the distance increases from the beginning of liner, at z / R = 0.5, z / R =5, z / R = 10, and z / R = 20, the sound pressures are decided by all the modes scattered by the splices. Finally, when the length of liner is sufficiently long, at z / R = 30, z / R = 40, and z / R = 90, the higher liner modes are well attenuated. The mode which has the lowest attenuation decides the sound pressure distribution. 
C. Quasiresonance of the liner modes excited by axial nonuniformity
We now pass to a significantly different case, in which the penalty effects of the splices can be seen. In some special region of the reduced frequency K, resonances can take place and produce attenuation peaks in the absence of splice. Those peaks may be strongly reduced by the presence of splices.
An example is shown in Fig. 7 for incident mode ͑9,0͒. The impedance for this case is Z / c =1+ j͓0.01K / R − cot͑0.03K / R͔͒, where c is the wave impedance of air. This lining impedance corresponds to the liners made with honeycombs covered by face sheet resistance material. The face sheet resistance is 1, the mass reactance is 0.01K / R, and −cot͑0.03K / R͒ corresponds to the cavity resonance. The splice angle is ␦ = 0.15 rad, and L / R =1,R = 0.85. The sharp peak of attenuation, at about K = 15, without splices is significantly reduced by the presence of splices. The penalty effects of splices are significant in this frequency region.
At K = 15 without splices, two liner modes ͑9,0͒ and ͑9,1͒ are cut-on in the lining part as shown in Fig. 8 . ͑"The liner modes are cut-on" means the imaginary parts of axial wave numbers turn to be significantly small.͒ Mode ͑9,1͒ is excited by the axial nonuniformity, its real part of axial propagating constant K z is 3.37, which satisfies approximately the resonance condition K z L Ϸ , where L is the dimensionless length of liner. This resonance is not a true resonance of a trapped mode, 25 it is called quasiresonance. This quasiresonance determines a significant peak on the transmission loss curve. When the splices are introduced in the lining part, the quasiresonance is partially destroyed because the liner modes excited by splices do not satisfy the resonance condition. The transmission loss decreases, as compared to the situation without splices.
D. The effects of mode scattering on sound absorption
The sound absorption may be sometimes interesting to consider. We define the coefficient of sound absorption as
where W i , W o , and W r are the incident, output, and reflected sound power, respectively. The coefficients of sound absorption are shown in Fig. 9 for the different incident modes ͑3,0͒, ͑7,0͒, ͑9,0͒, ͑13,0͒, and ͑17,0͒ ͑parameters given in Fig.  9͒ . It shows that the coefficients of sound absorption decrease globally with the angle of splices for incident modes ͑3,0͒, ͑7,0͒, ͑9,0͒, and ͑13,0͒. But in the region of ␦ Ͻ 0.2 rad the coefficients of sound absorption are nearly stationary. This range of angle corresponds to the practical angles of splices in turbofan inlet liners. It may be concluded that the splices have no penalty effects on the coefficient of sound absorption for practical splice angles, in the limit of the cases we have studied. It is interesting to point out that for the incident mode ͑17,0͒ the coefficient of sound absorption increases in all the range of ␦, while the transmitted sound power decreases ͑see Fig. 3͒ . In fact for this mode the reflected sound power is much greater than the output sound power ͑all modes near cut-off have relatively high reflection coefficients͒. The increasing of the angle of splices reduces the reflected sound power and more sound energy enters the duct and is absorbed. There is no penalty scattering effect when this mode is incident if we consider only the coefficients of sound absorption. However it is the transmission coefficient which is meaningful to characterize the penalty effects of rigid splices. 
IV. PENALTY MODE SCATTERING BY RIGID SPLICES WHEN MULTIMODES ARE INCIDENT
It may be interesting to assess the effects of rigid splices on the liner performance when multimodes are incident. When multimodes are incident, the transmission loss TL is rewritten as 18 TL͑dB͒ = − 10 log 10 W o W i = − 10 log 10
where the superscript "i" refers to incidence, P ␣ i , P ␤ i refer to incident modal coefficients as indicated in Eq. ͑8͒, here we use one index ␣ or ␤ to replace indices ͑mЈnЈ͒, T is the transmitted matrix, its elements are transmission coefficients T mn,m Ј n Ј as defined in Eq. ͑8͒, the dagger refers to the adjoint operator ͑conjugate transpose͒, Y c is a diagonal matrix, its elements are axial dimensionless wave numbers of rigid
In Eq. ͑13͒, we have used the Eq. ͑8͒, and V i = Y c P i , where V and P are vectors, their elements V mn ͑or V ␣ ͒ and P mn ͑or P ␣ ͒ are defined in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒.
In general, the detailed knowledge of the sources is not known, they are often assumed that all propagating modes are incident, and the total incident sound power is distributed uniformly among those propagating modes. It means that
where W i is the total incident sound power and N mode is the number of propagating modes in rigid ducts. The incident modes are then expressed as
where f ␣ is the initial phase of incident mode ␣. The transmission loss Eq. ͑13͒ is then rewritten as TL͑dB͒ = − 10 log 10 Re ͩ
where we have assumed z = 0 for incident modes, and it does not change the generality of the problem. In absence of detailed knowledge of the distribution of initial phases, we first consider the two following simple cases. A more general case is shown in Sec. IV C.
A. Phases of incident modes are random and incoherent
When the phases of incident modes are random and incoherent, it means
͑17͒
where ͗ ͘ refers to the ensemble average over realizations, ␦ Kronecker delta.
The transmission loss is TL͑dB͒ = − 10 log 10
This is equivalent to saying that every propagating mode is incident one by one. The phase interferences of incident modes are not included.
B. Phases of incident modes are coherent and in phase
The other simple case appears when the phases of incident modes are coherent and in phase, the transmission loss is rewritten as TL͑dB͒ = − 10 log 10 Re ͩ
In this case, the phase interferences of incident modes are included explicitly. Figure 10 shows the effects of splices versus ␦ when all propagating modes are incident. All incident modes have the same sound power, i.e., equipartition. The phases of incident modes are assumed as shown in Fig. 10 : All incident propagating modes are in phase for one curve, and random incoherence for the other curve. Parameters are presented in Fig.  10 . When the incident modes are in phase, the effect of splices is obvious. The penalty effects of splices significantly depend on the splice angle, being especially important at small splice angles. On the other hand, for incident modes with random incoherent phases, the effect of splices is negligible. This means the phase interferences play a leading role in the penalty mode scattering. This will be shown more clearly in the following section. case, the performance of liner may be described totally by the liner properties and is independent of the sources.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the penalty modes scattering excited by rigid splices in lined ducts without flow. The main conclusions are as follows.
When one mode is incident, which is near cut-off, there exists a critical angle for the splices such that below this critical angle the transmission loss decreases sharply with increasing splice angle, and above this critical angle the transmission loss decreases more slowly, like −10 log 10 ␦ with increasing splice angle. When one mode is incident which is of high azimuthal order, the transmission loss approaching −10 log 10 ␦ is still observed with increasing splice angle, while being initially less rapid.
When multimodes are incident, phase interferences of incident modes play a leading role in the penalty mode scattering. When all incident modes are in phase, the penalty effects of splices significantly depend on the splice angle, being especially important at small splice angles. On the other hand, when the phases of incident modes are random and incoherent, the effects of splices are negligible.
Another case in which the rigid splices may produce penalty mode scattering effects is that of a quasiresonance ͑in absence of splices͒ of the lined section.
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